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Abstract— The enhanced packing densities facilitated by 3D
integrated circuit technology also has an unwanted side-effect, in
the form of increasing the amount of current per unit footprint of
the chip, as compared to a 2D design. This has ramifications on
two critical issues: firstly, it means that more heat is generated per
unit footprint, potentially leading to thermal problems, and secondly,
more current must be supplied per package pin, leading to possible
power delivery bottlenecks. This paper presents an overview of the
challenges and solutions in the domain of addressing these two issues
in 3D integrated circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the primary advantages of 3D chips stems from their
ability to pack circuitry more densely than in 2D. However, this
increased level of integration also results in side-effects, in the form
of new limitations and challenges to the designer. Thermal and power
delivery problems can both be traced to the fact that a k-tier 3D chip
could use k times as much current as a single 2D chip of the same
footprint, while using substantially similar packaging technology.
The implications of this are as follows:
• First, the 3D chip generates k times the power of the 2D chip,

which implies that the corresponding heat generated must be
sent out to the environment. If the design technique is thermally
unaware, and the package thermal characteristics for 2D and 3D
circuits are similar, this implies that on-chip temperatures on 3D
chips will be higher than for 2D chips. Elevated temperatures
can hurt performance and reliability, in addition to introducing
variabilities in the performance of the chip. Therefore, on-chip
thermal management is a critical issue in 3D design.

• Second, the package must be capable of supplying k times the
current through the power supply (Vdd and ground) pins, as
compared to the 2D chip. Moreover, the power delivery problem
is worsened in 3D ICs as through-silicon vias (TSVs) contribute
additional resistance to the supply network. Given that reliable
power grid design is a major bottleneck even for 2D designs,
this implies that significant resources have to be invested in
building a bulletproof power grid for the 3D chip.

It can be, therefore, argued that thermal and power delivery issues
are two sides of the same coin. This paper presents an overview of
these two issues and reviews available solutions to overcome these
problems.

II. THERMAL ISSUES IN 3D ICS

A. Full-chip thermal analysis

Full-chip thermal analysis involves the application of classical
heat transfer theory. The differences lie in incorporating issues that
are specific to the on-chip context: for example, on-chip geometries
are strongly rectilinear in nature, and involve rectangular geometric
symmetries; the major sources of heat, the devices, lie in either a
single layer in each 3D tier, and the points at which a user is typically
interested in analyzing temperature are within the device layer(s).

On-chip thermal behavior at the macroscale is defined by the heat
equation, which is a parabolic PDE [1]:

ρcp
∂T (r, t)

∂t
= kt∇2T (r, t) + g(r, t), (1)

where ρ is the density of the material (in kg/m3), cp is the heat
capacity of the chip material (in J/(kg K)), T is the temperature (in
K), r is the spatial coordinate of the point at which the temperature
is being determined, t represents time (in sec), kt is the the thermal
conductivity of the material (in W/(m K)), and g is the power density
per unit volume (in W/m3).

The thermal conductivity, kt, in a uniform medium is isotropic,
and thermal conductivity values for silicon, silicon dioxide, and
metals such as aluminum and copper are fundamental material
properties whose values can be determined from standard tables. In
practice, in early stages of analysis and for optimization purposes,
integrated circuits may be assumed to be layer-wise uniform in terms
of thermal conductivity. The bulk layer has the conductivity of bulk
silicon, and the conductivity of the metal layers is often computed
using an averaging approach: this region consists of a mix of silicon
dioxide and metal, and depending on the metal density within the
region, an effective thermal conductivity may be used for macroscale
analysis.

The solution to Equation (1) corresponds to the transient thermal
response. In the steady state, all derivatives with respect to time go
to zero, and therefore, steady-state analysis corresponds to solving
the PDE:

∇2T (r) = −g(r)
kt

(2)

This is the well-known Poisson’s equation.
The time constants of heat transfer are of the order of milliseconds,

and are much longer than the subnanosecond clock periods in
today’s VLSI circuits. Therefore, if a circuit remains within the
same power mode for an extended period of time, and its power
density distribution remains relatively constant, steady-state analysis
can capture the thermal behavior of the circuit accurately. Even if
this is not the case, steady-state analysis can be particularly useful
for early and more approximate analysis, in the same spirit that
steady-state analysis is used to analyze power grid networks early
in the design cycle. On the other hand, when greater levels of detail
about the inputs are available, or when a circuit makes a number of
changes between power modes at time intervals above the thermal
time constant, transient analysis is possible and potentially useful.

To obtain a well-defined solution to Equation (1), a set of boundary
conditions must be imposed. Typically, at the chip level, this involves
building a package macromodel, and assuming that this macromodel
interacts with a constant ambient temperature.

Both the finite difference method (FDM) and the finite element
method (FEM) discretize the entire chip and form a system of linear
equations relating the temperature distribution within the chip to the
power density distribution. The major difference between the FDM
and FEM is that while the FDM discretizes the differential operator,
the FEM discretizes the temperature field. The primary advantage of
the FDM and FEM is their capability of handling complicated ma-
terial structures, particularly non-uniform interconnect distributions
in a VLSI chip.

The FEM and FDM methods both lead to problem formulations
that require the solution of large systems of linear equations. The
matrices that describe these equations are typically sparse (more so
for the FDM than the FEM, as can be seen from the individual
element stamps) and positive definite. There are many different
ways of solving these equations, including direct methods based
on use variants of Gaussian elimination, such as LU factorization-
based techniques, and iterative methods such as Gauss-Jacobi, Gauss-



Seidel, and successive overrelaxation, as well as more contemporary
approaches based on the conjugate gradient method or GMRES. For
FDM methods, the similarity with the power grid analysis problem
invites the use of similar solution techniques, including random walk
methods [2] and other methods such as multigrid approaches [3].

The finite difference method employs a standard device in heat
transfer theory that builds an equivalent thermal circuit through the
thermal-electrical analogy. Each node in the discretization corre-
sponds to a node in the circuit. The steady-state equation corresponds
to a network where “thermal resistors” are connected between nodes
that correspond to spatially adjacent regions, and “thermal current
sources” that map on to power sources. The voltages at the nodes
in this thermal circuit can then be computed by solving the circuit,
and these yield the temperature at those nodes.

The ground node, or reference, for the circuit corresponds to a
constant temperature node, which is typically the ambient tempera-
ture. If isothermal boundary conditions are to be used, this simply
implies that the node(s) connected to the ambient correspond to
the ground node. On the other hand, it is possible to use a more
detailed thermal model for the package and heat spreader, consisting
of an interconnection of thermal resistors and thermal capacitors, or
another type of compact model such as a reduced-order model, with
a connection to the ambient, or ground, node.

The overall equations for the circuit may be formulated using
modified nodal analysis, and we may obtain a set of equations

GT = P (3)

Here G is an n × n matrix and T,P are n-vectors, where n
corresponds to the number of nodes in the circuit. It is easy to verify
that the G matrix is a sparse conductance matrix that is symmetric
and is diagonally dominant.

For transient thermal analysis, the time-dependent left hand side
term in Equation (1) is nonzero. Using a similar finite differencing
strategy as above, the equation may be discretized in the space
domain, and the concept of a thermal capacitor may be defined.
Transient thermal analysis involves the solution of an RC circuit
with current and voltage sources, and again, shows similarities with
transient power grid analysis.

The FEM provides another avenue to solve Poisson’s equation.
A succinct explanation of FEM, as applied to the on-chip case,
is provided in [4]. In finite element analysis, the design space is
first discretized or meshed into elements. Different element shapes
can be used such as tetrahedra and hexahedra. For the on-chip
problem, where all heat sources are modeled as being rectangular, a
reasonable discretization [5] for the FEM divides the chip into 8-node
rectangular hexahedral elements. The temperatures at the nodes of
the elements constitute the unknowns that are computed during finite
element analysis, and the temperature within an element is calculated
using an interpolation function that approximates the solution to the
heat equation within the elements.

As in the case of circuit simulation using the modified nodal
formulation, stamps are created for each element and added to the
global system of equations, given by:

KgT = P (4)

where T is the vector of all the nodal temperatures. This system
of equations is typically sparse and can be solved efficiently. In the
FEM, these stamps are called element stiffness matrices, K, and their
values can be determined using techniques based on the calculus of
variations. The fixed values in T, corresponding to the ground nodes,
can be moved to the right hand side to obtain the reduced set of
equations

K′gT = P′ (5)

B. Thermal optimization of 3D circuits

The illustration in Figure 1 shows a simple thermal model for a 3D
circuit, and outlines techniques for overcoming thermal challenges
in these structures. The figure shows a schematic of a 3D chip

sitting atop a heat sink: this is modeled using a distributed power
source feeding a distributed resistive network, connected to a thermal
resistance that models the heat sink. Although this is a coarse
model, it suffices for illustrative purposes. By the thermal-electrical
analogy, the voltage in this network represents the temperature on the
chip. The temperature can therefore be reduced using the following
schemes:

Pcells

Chip

Heat Sink

Rchip

Rsink

Fig. 1. A simple thermal model for a 3D chip.

• Through low power design: By reducing the power dissipation
of the chip, the thermal current injected into the network can
be reduced, controlling the IR drop, and therefore, the voltage.

• By rearranging the heat sources: The locations of the heat
sources can be altered through physical design (floorplanning
and placement) to obtain improved temperatures. Coarsely
speaking, this implies that high power modules should be moved
away from each other.

• By improving thermal conduits: The temperature may also be
reduced by improving the effective thermal conductivity of paths
from the devices to the heat sink. An effective method for
achieving this is through the insertion of thermal vias: thermal
vias are structurally similar to electrical vias, but serve no
electrical purpose. Their primary function is to conduct heat
through the 3D structure and convey it to the heat sink.

• By improving the heat sink: An improved heat sink results in
an improvement in the value of Rsink, which can help reduce
the temperature.BIBLIOGRAPHY 23

Figure 47.3: A placement for the benchmark ibm01 in a four-tier 3D technology [36].Fig. 2. A placement for the benchmark ibm01 in a four-tier 3D technology
[6].

As an example of thermal optimization by spreading the heat
sources, it is instructive to view the result of a typical 3D thermally-
aware placement [5]: a layout for the benchmark circuit, ibm01, in a
four-tier 3D process, is displayed in Figure 2. The cells are positioned
in ordered rows on each tier, and the layout in each individual tier
looks similar to a 2D standard cell layout. The heat sink is placed at
the bottom of the 3D chip, and the lighter shaded regions are hotter
than the darker shaded regions. The coolest cells are those in the
bottom tier, next to the heat sink, and the temperature increases as
we move to higher tiers. The thermal placement method consciously



mitigates the temperature by making the upper tiers sparser, in terms
of the percentage of area populated by the cells, than the lower tiers.

In this paper, we will focus our discussion primarily on the
second and third items in the list; the others, namely, low-power
design and heat sink design, are broad and widely studied topics,
and are not described here. This discussion will focus primarily
on physical design issues, specifically on floorplanning, placement,
thermal via insertion, and routing, although there is significant scope
for improvement at the architectural level as well.

C. 3D floorplanning

The 3D floorplanning problem is analogous to the 2D problem,
with all the constraints and opportunities that arise with the move
to the third dimension. Typical cost functions include a mix of the
conventional wirelength and total area costs, and the temperature and
the number of intertier vias.

The approach in [7] presented one of the first approaches to 3D
floorplanning, and used the TCG representation, described in Section
11.7, for each tier, and a bucket structure for the third dimension.
Each bucket represents a two-dimensional region over all tiers, and
stores, for each tier, the indices of the blocks that intersect that
bucket. In other words, the TCG and this bucket structure can quickly
determine any adjacency information. A simulated annealing engine
is then utilized, with the moves corresponding to perturbations within
a tier and across tiers; in each such case, the corresponding TCG(s)
and buckets are updated, as necessary.

A simple thermal analysis procedure is built into this solution,
using a finite difference approximation of the thermal network to
build an RC thermal network. Under the assumption that heat flows
purely in the z direction and there is no lateral heat conduction,
the RC model obtained from a finite difference approximation has
a tree structure, and Elmore-like computations (see Section 3.1)
can be performed to determine the temperature. The optimization
heuristically attempts to make this a self-fulfilling assumption, by
discouraging lateral heat conduction, introducing a cost function
parameter that discourages strong horizontal gradients. A hybrid
approach performs an exact thermal analysis once every 20 iterations
or so and uses the approximate approach for the other iterations.

The work in [8] expands the idea of thermally driven floorplanning
by integrating thermal via insertion into the simulated annealing
procedure. A thermal analysis procedure based on random walks
[9] is built into the method, and an iterative formula, similar to [10],
is used in a thermal via insertion step between successive simulated
annealing iterations.

Another approach in [11] using a force-directed formulation
to perform floorplanning. This thermally-driven approach uses a
three-statge flow, starting with global optimization in 3D space, to
optimization in 2.5D space with layer assignment, and ending with
macro-block legalization, and shows improvements over [7] in both
quality of the result and runtime.

D. 3D placement

Several approaches to 3D placement have been proposed in
the literature. The procedure in [5] presents a 3D-specific force-
directed placer that incorporates thermal objectives directly into the
placer. Instead of the finite difference method that is used in many
floorplanners, this approach employs FEA, which discretizes the
design space into regions known as elements. Another method in
[12] maps an existing 2D placement to a 3D placement through
transformations based on dividing the layout into 2k regions, and
defining local transformations for heuristic layout refinement.

The approach in [13] observes that since 3D layouts have very
limited flexibility in the third dimension (with a small number of
layers and a fixed set of discrete locations), partitioning works
better than a force-directed method. Accordingly, this work performs
global placement using recursive bisectioning. Thermal effects are
incorporated through thermal resistance reduction nets, which are

attractive forces that induce high power nets to remain close to
the heat sink. The global placement step is followed by coarse
legalization, in which a novel cell-shifting approach is proposed. This
generalizes the methods in FastPlace [14] by allowing shift moves
to adjust the boundaries of both sparsely and densely populated cells
using a computationally simple method. Finally, detailed legalization
generates a final nonoverlapping layout. The approach is shown to
provide excellent tradeoffs between parameters such as the number
of interlayer vias, wire length, temperature.

E. Thermal via insertion

While silicon is a reasonably good thermal conductor, with about
half the conductivity of typical metals, many of the materials used in
3D technologies are strong insulators that place severe restrictions
on the amount of heat that can be removed, even under the best
placement solution. The materials include epoxy bonding materials
used to attach 3D tiers, or field oxide, or the insulator in an SOI
technology. Therefore, the use of deliberate metal lines that serve
as heat removing channels, called “thermal vias,” are an important
ingredient of the total thermal solution. The thermal via insertion
problem determines the optimal positions of thermal vias to provides
an overall improvement in the temperature distribution. In realistic
3D technologies, the footprints of these inter-tier vias, including
keep-out areas, are of the order of 5µm×5µm.

In principle, the problem of placing thermal vias can be viewed
as one of determining one of two conductivities (corresponding to
the presence or absence of metal) at every candidate point where a
thermal via may be placed in the chip. However, in practice, it is
easy to see that such an approach could lead to an extremely large
search space that is exponential in the number of possible positions;
note that the set of possible positions in itself is extremely large.

To avoid unpredictable routing blockages due to thermal vias, it
is necessary to enforce discipline within the design, designating a
specific set of areas within the chip as potential thermal via sites.
These could be chosen as specific inter-row regions in the cell-based
layout, and the optimizer would determine the density with which
these are filled with thermal vias.

Various published methods take different approaches to thermal
via insertion. We will now describe an algorithm to post-facto thermal
via insertion [10]; other procedures perform thermal via insertion
during floorplanning, placement or routing will be discussed in
the appropriate sections. This method takes a placed 3D circuit,
and iteratively proceeds by incrementally modifying the thermal
conductivities of specific FEA elements (thermal via regions).

A key observation in this work is that the insertion of thermal
vias is most useful in areas with a high thermal gradient, rather
than areas with a high temperature. Effectively, the thermal via acts
as a pipe that allows the heat to be conducted from the higher
temperature region to the lower temperature region; this, in turn,
leads to temperature reductions in areas of high temperature. This is
illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the 3D layout of the benchmark
struct, before and after the addition of thermal vias, respectively.
The hottest region is the center of the uppermost tier, and a major
reason for its elevated temperature is because the tier below it is hot.
Adding thermal vias to remove heat from the second tier, therefore,
effectively also significantly reduces the temperature of the top tier.
For this reason, the regions where the insertion of thermal vias is
most effective are those that have high thermal gradients.

Therefore the method in [10] employs an iterative update formula

Knew
i = Kold

i

(
| gold

i |
gi,ideal

)
i = x, y, z (6)

is employed, where Knew
i and Kold

i are, respectively, the old
and new thermal conductivities in each direction, before and after
each iteration, gold

i is the old thermal gradient, and gi,ideal is a
heuristically selected ideal thermal gradient.

Each iteration begins with a distribution of the thermal vias;
this distribution is corrected using the above update formula, and
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Figure 47.4: Thermal profile of struct before (left) and after (right) thermal via insertion.
The top four layers of the figure at right correspond to the four layers in the figure at left. [37]

Fig. 3. Thermal profile of struct before (left) and after (right) thermal
via insertion. The top four layers of the figure at right correspond to the
four layers in the figure at left.

the Knew
i value is then translated to a thermal via density, and

then a precise layout of thermal vias, using precharacterization. The
iterations end when the desired temperature profile is achieved. This
essential iterative idea has also been used in other methods for
thermal via insertion steps that are integrated within floorplanning,
placement and routing, as described in succeeding sections. This
general framework has been used in several other published tech-
niques that insert thermal vias either concurrently during another
optimization, or as an independent step.

F. Thermally-driven routing

During routing, several objectives and constraints must be taken
into consideration, including avoiding blockages due to areas occu-
pied by thermal vias, incorporating the effect of temperature on the
delays of the routed wires, and of course, traditional objectives such
as wire length, timing, congestion and routing completion.

Once the cells have been placed and an initial set of locations
of the thermal vias determined, the routing stage finds the optimal
interconnections between the wires, and inserts further thermal vias.
As in 2D routing, it is important to optimize the wire length, the
delay, and the congestion. In addition, several 3D-specific issues
come into play. Firstly, the delay of a wire increases with its
temperature, so that more critical wires should avoid the hottest
regions, as far as possible. Secondly, inter-tier vias are a valuable
resource that must be optimally allocated among the nets. Thirdly,
congestion management and blockage avoidance is more complex
with the addition of a third dimension. For instance, a signal via or
thermal via that spans two or more tiers constitutes a blockage that
wires must navigate around.

A router typically grids th layout into rectangular tiles, each with a
horizontal and vertical capacity that determines the number of wires
that can traverse the tile, and an inter-tier via capacity that determines
the number of free vias available in that tile. For a single net, the
degrees of freedom that are available are in choosing the locations of
the inter-tier vias, and selecting the precise routes within each tier.
The locations of inter-tier vias will depend on the resource contention
for vias within each grid. Moreover, critical wires should avoid the
high-temperature tiles, as far as possible.

The work in [15] presents a thermally conscious router, using
a multilevel routing paradigm with integrated intertier via planning
and incorporating thermal considerations. An initial routing solution
is constructed by building a 3D minimum spanning tree (MST) for
each multipin net, and using maze routing to avoid obstacles.

Another approach to 3D routing, presented in [16], combines the
problem of 3D routing with heat removal by inserting thermal vias
in the z direction, and introduces the concept of thermal wires. Like
a thermal via, a thermal wire is a dummy object: it has no electrical
function, but is used to spread heat in the lateral direction.

The global routing scheme goes through two phases. In Phase I,
an initial routing solution is constructed. A 3D MST is built for each
multipin net, and based on the corresponding two-pin decomposition,
the routing congestion is statistically estimated over each lateral
routing edge. A recursive bipartitioning scheme is then used to assign

intertier vias. Signal intertier via assignment is then performed across
the cut in each recursive bipartition. At each level of the hierarchy,
the problem of signal intertier via assignment is formulated as a
min-cost network flow. Once the intertier vias are fixed, the problem
reduces to a 2D routing problem in each tier, and maze routing is
used to route the design.

Next, in Phase II, a linear programming approach is used to assign
thermal vias and thermal wires. A thermal analysis is performed, and
fast sensitivity analysis using the adjoint network method. The benefit
of adding thermal vias, for relatively small perturbations in the via
density, is given by a product of the sensitivity and the via density, a
linear function. The objective function is a sum of via densities and
is also linear. Additional constraints are included in the formulation
to permit overflows, and a sequence of linear programs is solved to
arrive at the solution.

III. POWER DELIVERY IN 3D ICS

Despite the recent surge in 3D IC research, there has been little
work from the circuit design and automation community on power
delivery issues for 3D ICs. On-chip power supply noise has worsened
in modern systems because scaling of the Power Supply Network
(PSN) impedance has not kept up with the increase in device density
and operating current due to the limited wire resources and constant
RC per wire length, and this situation is worsened in 3D ICs. The
increased IR and Ldi/dt supply noise in 3D chips may cause a larger
variation in operating speed leading to more timing violations. The
supply noise overshoot due to inductive parasitics may aggravate
reliability issues such as oxide breakdown, Hot Carrier Injection
(HCI) and Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) (which are
also negatively affected by elevated temperatures). Consequently, on-
chip power delivery will be a critical challenge for 3D ICs.

A. The basics of power delivery

According to scaling roadmaps, future high performance ICs will
need multiple, sub-1V supply voltages, with total currents exceeding
100A/cm2 even for 2D chips [17]. Conventional power delivery
methods for high performance ICs employ a DC-DC converter,
known as a voltage regulator module (VRM)). The VRM is typically
mounted on the motherboard, with external interconnects providing
the power to the chip. The package parasitics, contributed by the I/O
pads and bonding wires are modeled as an inductance and resistance
in series. The intrachip power delivery network is an R(L)C network,
including decoupling capacitors (decaps) that are intended to damp
out transient noise.

The chip acts as a distributed noise source drawing current in
different locations and at different frequencies, causing imperfections
in the delivered supply. The supply that reaches the chip is affected
by IR and Ldi/dt drop across the package constituting the supply
noise: the package impedance has largely remained unaffected by
technology scaling. Scaling does, however, result in some unwanted
effects on-chip, namely, in increased currents and faster transients
from one technology node to the next. The former aggravate the IR
drop, while the latter worsen the Ldi/dt drop. Over and above these
effects is the issue of global resonant noise, in which the supply
impedance gets excited to produce large droops on supply at or
near the resonant frequency. With these increased levels of noise
and reduced noise margins, as Vdd levels scale down, reliable power
delivery has become a major challenge.

The presence of severe power delivery bottlenecks necessitates a
look at entirely novel power delivery schemes for 3D chips. In this
section, we introduce two possible approaches for this purpose.

B. On-chip voltage regulation

One way of dealing with the power delivery problem in 3D ICs
(and also in conventional 2D ICs) is to bring the DC-DC converter



module closer to the processor. A boosted external voltage and its
local down-conversion, ensures that the current through external
package, Iext, is small, and relaxes the scaling requirement on
external package impedance. Moreover, this point of load regulation
isolates the load from global resonant noise from external package
and decap.

Traditionally, the efficiency of monolithic DC-DC converters has
been limited by the small physical inductors allowed on-chip. Typical
off-chip DC-DC conversion requires high-Q inductors of the order
of 1− 100µH [18], which are difficult to implement on-chip due to
their area requirements. With growing power delivery problems, the
focus has been on building compact inductors through technologies
like thin film inductors [19], or on more efficient, but costly, DC-DC
converters through multiphase/interleaving topologies. Clearly, there
is an onus to incorporate these on-chip, which calls for a different
process altogether. The possibility to stack different wafers with
heterogeneous technologies, as offered by three dimensional wafer-
level stacking in 3D ICs thus is the natural solution for realizing
on-chip switching converters.

C. Multistory power delivery

A promising technique for achieving high efficiency on chip DC-
DC conversion and supply noise reduction is the multistory power
delivery (MSPD) scheme [20], [21]. It has been demonstrated in
[22] that the idea becomes particularly attractive for 3D IC structures
involving stacked processors and memories.

Fig. 4. Conventional and multistory power delivery schemes.

Figure 4 demonstrates the basic concept of MSPD. A schematic
of a conventional supply network is shown in Figure 4(a), where
all circuits draw current from a single power source. Figure 4(b)
shows the multistory supply network, with subcircuits operating
between two supply stories. The concept of a “story” is merely an
abstraction to illustrate the nature of the power delivery scheme,
as opposed to the 3D IC architecture, where circuits are physically
stacked in tiers. In this scheme, current consumed in the “2Vdd–
Vdd story” is subsequently recycled in the “Vdd–Gnd story.” Due to
this internal recycling, half as much current is drawn compared to the
conventional scheme, with almost the same total power consumption.
A reduced current is beneficial since it cuts down the supply noise.
Thus, in the best case, if the currents in the two subcircuits are
completely balanced, the middle supply path will sink zero current.
This results in minimal noise on that rail.

The main issue with this technique is requirement of separate body
islands. This may be difficult in typical bulk processes. However, if
we consider 3D ICs, the tiers are inherently separated electrically,
which makes MSPD particularly attractive.

The MSPD idea described in section C can be automated by
solving an optimization problem [23], which formulates the two-story
problem as one of module assignment between the two stories. An
important consideration in the design of an MSPD circuit is to locally
maintain the current balance between logic blocks operating in
different Vdd domains because otherwise, the imbalance current will
flow through voltage regulators and be wasted. Another important

issue that has to be considered is the design stage at which the
circuit should be partitioned into different Vdd domains. Note that a
level shifter is required at the output of a logic block if it is used to
drive another logic block operating in a different Vdd domain. Level-
shifters occupy silicon area and cause extra delays in the circuit.

The module assignment problem is addressed at the floorplanning
level where the number of modules is usually not very large, and
their area is largely ignored. It is assumed that K voltage regulators
are distributed across the chip: these regulators are well-designed and
output stable voltage levels at Vdd.

Each regulator is represented by the point it taps into the Vdd

grid. As shown in Figure 5(a), the chip is divided into K regions
accordingly such that there is one regulator in each region and the
ith region contains all the points on chip that primarily draw(sink)
currents from(to) the ith regulator. The division of the chip into these
nonoverlapping regions can be achieved by meshing the die area
using a fine grid, and determining which grid cell each block belongs
to, e.g., each cell can be said to belong to the region controlled by
the nearest voltage regulator.

Module Assignment for Pin-Limited Designs under the Stacked-Vdd Paradigm

Yong Zhan, Tianpei Zhang, and Sachin S. Sapatnekar
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Minnesota

Abstract— This paper addresses the module assignment problem in pin-
limited designs under the stacked-Vdd circuit paradigm. A partition-based
algorithm is presented for efficiently assigning modules at the floorplanning
level so as to reuse currents between the Vdd domains, and minimize the
power wasted during the operation of the circuit. Experimental results on a
DLX architecture show that compared with assigning modules to different
Vdd rails using a bin-packing technique, the circuit generated by our
algorithm has 32% lower wasted power, on average. In addition, experiments
on a 3D IC example show that our module assignment approach is equally
effective in reducing the power waste in 3D ICs.

I. MOTIVATIONS AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Due to the increased complexity and elevated power consumption of high
performance VLSI circuits, the I/O pin limitation problem has become an
important issue in chip design. According to the trend predicted by ITRS [1],
one-half to two-thirds of all I/O pins will be dedicated to power delivery
in contemporary and future technologies, while at the same time, the total
number of package pins does not increase significantly. This situation has led
to concerns about the signal integrity of power grids because each power pin
must deliver a larger amount of current to the circuit as the chip performance
improves, while simultaneously, the current flowing through the power grid
will also increase, which worsens the IR and L di

dt
noise.

The pin limitation problem is especially pronounced in the emerging
3D IC technology which has appeared recently as a promising alternative
to the prevailing 2D IC technology. By stacking multiple dies vertically
while reducing the footprint area of each die, the 3D IC technology can
significantly reduce the interconnect delays of long wires. However, the pin
limitation problem is exacerbated because the reduced footprint area can only
accommodate a smaller number of I/O pins.

The stacked-Vdd circuit paradigm proposed in [2] can be used to reduce
the number of power pins required by a chip, and therefore, significantly
relieve the pin-limitation bottleneck. In this new circuit paradigm, logic
blocks are stacked several levels high and power is delivered to the circuit
as multiples of the regular supply voltage Vdd. Next, the delivered supply
voltage is divided into several Vdd domains each of which has a range of
Vdd, and circuit blocks are distributed to different Vdd domains. Voltage
regulators are used to control the voltage levels of internal supply rails.

An example of a two level stacked-Vdd circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The
advantage of this new circuit structure is that when logic blocks are stacked
n levels high and the current requirements between logic blocks operating
in different Vdd domains are balanced, the current flowing through each
external power grid would be reduced to 1

n
of the original value, where

the words external power grid refer to a power grid that is connected to
power pins, i.e., nVdd and GND rails. Therefore, the number of power pins
required to supply current to the chip will be significantly reduced.

Logic Block

Logic Block

Voltage
Regulator

Level Shifter

2Vdd

Vdd

Fig. 1. A schematic of a 2-level stacked-Vdd circuit structure.
An important consideration in the design of a stacked-Vdd circuit is

to locally maintain the current balance between logic blocks operating in
different Vdd domains because otherwise, the imbalance current will flow
through voltage regulators and be wasted1. Another important issue that has
to be considered is the design stage at which the circuit should be partitioned
into different Vdd domains. Note that a level shifter is required at the output
of a logic block if it is used to drive another logic block operating in a
different Vdd domain. Level shifters occupy silicon area and cause extra
delays in the circuit. In this paper, we address the module assignment problem

This work was supported in part by DARPA under the 3DIC program.
1Because the power wasted in a voltage regulator is proportional to the current

flowing through it, we will use the words wasted power and wasted current
interchangeably in this paper.

at the floorplanning level where the number of modules is usually not very
large. Therefore, the performance degradation and the area waste caused by
level shifters can be largely ignored.

II. MODULE ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM

Because the two level stacked-Vdd circuit provides a good tradeoff
between chip performance and engineering complexity, it will be the focus
of this work. In what follows, we will first present the module assignment
algorithm assuming that the floorplan containing both regular modules and
voltage regulators is given. The floorplanning process is then briefly described
in Section III.

A. Problem formulation
The module assignment problem for a two level stacked-Vdd circuit is

formulated as follows:

Given a floorplan including the location and size of each module and voltage
regulator, the structure of the power grids, a set of current consumption
traces of modules obtained through simulations over a set of benchmark
programs, find the assignment of modules to the two different Vdd domains
so that the total power wasted by voltage regulators is minimized.

Note that the tapping points of voltage regulators to the internal power
grid, i.e., the connecting points between voltage regulators and the Vdd rail,
have properties that are similar to those of power pins. For well designed
regulators, they provide rather stable voltage levels at Vdd. In [3], it was
demonstrated that each module primarily draws currents from nearby power
pins, and the same observation can be applied to the tapping points of voltage
regulators. Assume we have K voltage regulators distributed across the chip.
Each regulator is represented by the point it taps into the Vdd grid. As shown
in Fig. 2(a), we can divide the chip into K regions accordingly such that
there is one regulator in each region and the ith region contains all the points
on chip that primarily draw(sink) currents from(to) the ith regulator. The
division of the chip into non-overlapping regions can be achieved through
meshing the entire die area using a fine grid and calculating the value of
certain metric associated with each grid cell to determine which region it
belongs to. In this work, we use the Euclidean distance as the metric, i.e.,
each cell belongs to the region that is controlled by the nearest voltage
regulator.

Tapping Points of Voltage Regulators 

(a) (b)
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Fig. 2. Graph construction (a) partitioning the chip into disjoint regions each
of which is controlled by a voltage regulator, and (b) constructing a graph where
node Vi corresponds to module Mi.

After the chip is partitioned into disjoint regions, we can assume that the
imbalance current caused by the modules located in a particular region only
goes through the regulator in the same region. If a module is located at
the boundary between multiple regions, it will be decomposed into several
submodules with one submodule in each region it overlaps and with the
constraint that all submodules must be assigned to the same Vdd domain.

Let us focus on a particular region corresponding to a particular voltage
regulator. Assume the modules located in this region are M1, M2, . . ., Mn,
where the current flowing through module Mi as a function of time t is
given by Ii(t). Because voltage regulators can only respond to the low
to mid frequency components of the imbalance currents while the high
frequency components are usually handled by on-chip decaps, we pre-process
the input current traces obtained through cycle-accurate power simulations to
smooth out the high frequency components in the current signals. Therefore,
Ii(t) should be understood as containing only the low to mid frequency
components of the current flowing through module Mi.

If we associate a 0/1 integer variable xi with module Mi defined as

xi =
n

0 if Mi operates between the 2Vdd and Vdd rails
1 if Mi operates between the Vdd and GND rails (1)

Fig. 5. Graph construction (a) partitioning the chip into disjoint regions
each of which is controlled by a voltage regulator, and (b) constructing a
graph where node Vi corresponds to module Mi.

Once the chip is partitioned into disjoint regions, it is assumed that
any “imbalanced” current, i.e., current that is not recycled to the next
story in a particular region, goes through the regulator in the same
region and is wasted. If a module is located at the boundary between
multiple regions, it will be decomposed into several submodules with
one submodule in each region it overlaps and with the constraint that
all submodules must be assigned to the same Vdd domain.

Let us focus on a particular region corresponding to a particular
voltage regulator. Assume the modules located in this region are
M1, M2, . . ., Mn, where the current flowing through module Mi

as a function of time t is given by Ii(t). Because voltage regulators
can only respond to the low to mid frequency components of the
imbalance currents while the high frequency components are usually
handled by on-chip decaps, we preprocess the input current traces
obtained through cycle-accurate power simulations to smooth out the
high frequency components in the current signals. Therefore, Ii(t)
should be understood as containing only the low to mid frequency
components of the current flowing through module Mi.

If we associate a 0/1 integer variable xi with module Mi,

xi =

{
0 if Mi operates between the 2Vdd and Vdd rails
1 if Mi operates between the Vdd and GND rails

(7)
then the total current flowing through the voltage regulator at time t
will be approximated by

IR(t) =

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

i=1

Ii(t)·(1− xi)−
n∑

i=1

Ii(t)·xi

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣

n∑
i=1

Ii(t)·(1− 2xi)

∣∣∣∣∣
(8)

This problem can be shown to map on to one of graph partitioning
to maximize the cut between the partitions, where the weights of the
edges are given by

w(Vi, Vj) =

[
K∑

k=1

SikSjk

SiSj

]
Ii(t)Ij(t) (9)

Here, Si represents the area of the ith module, and the overlap area
between the ith modules and the kth region is denoted by Sik.



The intuition behind Equation (9) is that for any pair of modules,
only the portions that are located in the same region count toward
the calculation of the correlation between them. If modules Mi and
Mj are completely separated into two disjoint regions, the weight
w(Vi, Vj) will be zero, and therefore, the corresponding edge can
be removed from the graph. An example of graph construction is
shown in Figure 5(b). A Fidducia-Mattheyses-like approach is used
to speedily find the optimal partition that maximizes the cut.

Experimental results demonstrate that the method is effective in
building partitions for multistory power grids in both 2D and 3D
chip under an SOI-based process, where blocks from multiple stories
may coexist on the same tier. It is shown that the partitioning-based
method is successful in recycling a large amount of power through
the system, and the quality of results of the partitioning-based method
compare favorably with an annealing approach.

D. Optimization of 3D power grids

Several techniques are available to increase the reliability of power
grids and control power grid noise, such as wire widening, grid
topology optimization, and decoupling capacitor (decap) insertion.
Of all these techniques, the decaps are arguably the most powerful
method for reducing transient noise. Decaps serve as local current
reservoirs, and can be used to satisfy sudden surges in current
demand by the functional blocks/cells, while keeping supply voltage
levels relatively stable. Active/passive damping methods for resonant
noise using decaps have also been proposed [24], [25].

Conventional technologies for implementing decaps are based on
SiO2-based structures that are widely used in robust power delivery
network design. 3D power grid optimization has been studied in, for
example, [26], [27]. Unlike the 2D case, new considerations come
into play while optimizing a 3D power grid using CMOS decaps,
specifically related to congestion and leakage issues.

The approach in [28] presents an approach for decap allocation
in 3D power grids, using both conventional CMOS decaps and
metal-insulator-metal (MIM) decaps. MIM capacitors are fabricated
between metal layers, and have high capacitance density and low
leakage current density. However, they cannot be used uncondition-
ally to replace CMOS decaps, since their use incurs a cost: they
present routing blockages to nets that attempt to cross them. In [28],
the decap budgeting problem, using both CMOS and MIM decaps, is
formulated as a Linear Programming (LP) problem, and an efficient
congestion-aware algorithm is proposed to optimize the power supply
noise. An iterative flow is used to solve the decap allocation problem,
based on a sequence of linear programs formulation. Experimental
results demonstrate that the use of CMOS decaps alone is insufficient
to overcome the violations; the use of MIM decaps results in high
levels of congestion; and the optimal mix of the two meets both
congestion and noise constraints, with low leakage.
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